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Thursday night 22.00, H. Forkel has not yet presented correlators,

P. Kerner p-wave superfluids, D. Antonov a field strength model



Loop Loop Correlation Model

• The loop loop correlation model gives high

energy scattering of color dipoles (mesons)

which are described by string surfaces in 4d 

My own way 

To stringy physics



Three Topics :

• Construction of a gravity dual theory which 

describes confinement/deconfinement transition 

with temperature (Kiritsis, Kajantie, Megias)

• D3/D7 Branes give a possibility to introduce 

flavoured quarks and be close to Superstring 

theory in 10-dimensions (Erdmenger, O´Bannon)

• String Theory makes contact with reality 

especially finite density: 

AdS/QCD:Nickel,Schade,Zaanen,Alanen,Kerner 



1. Confinement/Deconfinement

• Instead of strong 

coupling 

(unsolvable/lattice) 

and weak coupling 

(solvable in pQCD) 

there is only one world 

of hadron physics.

• Do not replicate this  

separation with top 

down and bottom up 

approach

• Both must approach 

reality/ experiment

• Now, Gravity dual 

theories perhaps in 

better position 



Start with Wilson loop 

calculations:

Schade

Ewerz

Megias

Kajantie





Black hole factors f(r) in 

conformal theory and in 

Ads/QCD



Temperature black hole radius

• The relation 

between 

temperature and 

black hole radius 

r_h : (z -Kajantie= r 

Kiritsis)



How to calculate?

Keijo Kajantie gave a detailed description how to solve:



Note the magic number for the latent heat



Panero and Megias observed not yet understood 1/T^2 behviour



Where do we see conformal 

invariance in experiment?

T larger –equal three times T critical, but then also 

close to perturbation theory

Panero

Can we see indications in the radiation pattern of partons? (Nickel)



2. D3/D7 Branes and Quarks

QCD(N 

large)

Nobody knows how to solve

Panero 

showed 

some results

without 

quarks

Here we can work





The magic of the many dimensions:

0 1 2 3         4 5 6 7 8 9  = 10 dimensions

x x x x                        = where we live (D3)

q q q q         q q q q      =where the quarks are hooked onto (D7)

w1 to  w6 with polar coordinate rho

Here we change rho^2 =w1^2+w2^2+w3^2+w4^2 UVIR

When we encounter rh black hole, D7 can stop before : mq



Finite baryon density due to U(1)

Condensate/rho^2
Fixed quark mass/T

Near the 

boundary

Rho =infinity : 

Baryon density melts condensate easier than T alone



Spectral function of vector meson

• Vector meson which 

couples to baryonic 

current = omega 

meson, has no width 

in vacuum, because 

correlated two 

pion=rho +one pion 

decay is suppressed

• In medium with 

finiteT not seen yet 

Parameter d = 

baryondensity/T^3

Conformal y and x axis scales with T

Would expect two parameters ?



O‘Bannons interesting result about conductivity :



3. Emergence of new physics

Zaanen:

The devilish

minus sign for 

Fermions, 

Conformality in

Viscosity/éntropy

Quantum critical

systems



Emergence of the fermi-liquid

AdS4- Calculation of  

transition from conformal 

theory to fermi liquid theory

Cubrovicz, Zaanen, Schalm





Let me thank all participants for their active and 

lively discussions and presentations,

And we hope to see you soon again in Heidelberg

And/or and in the extreme matter institute .

We have learned the great potential of the new 

technique of the string/gravity dual theory.

With this optimism in a bright future , I close 

the workshop.


